Keeping your gardening tools in top working order is an essential part of having successful garden. Join Master Gardener Volunteer George Sweetman as we dive into the specifics on how to care for those essential tools by sharpening, greasing and disinfecting. George will also cover some tips for proper pruning including timing and using the proper sized tool for the job.

**Tools of the Trade**

Friday, March 5, 2021 • 10:00 A.M.

Location: Virtual Zoom  
Cost: $5.00  
Register at: go.osu.edu/miamicoffee

PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED -- Please go to go.osu.edu/miamicoffee and click on “Register here” next to the March Coffee Series topic. You will receive an email one day prior to the event with the information on how to connect.

Deadline to register for “Tools” is Wednesday, March 3.